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Commentations8 Mathematicae Universitatis Carolinae 
10,3 (1969) 
PRIMITIVE CLASSES OF ALGEBRAS WITH TWO UNARY IDEMPOTENT 
OPERATIONS, CONTAINING ALL ALGEBRAIC CATEGORIES AS FULL 
SUBCATEGORIES 
A, PULTR and J. SICHLER, Praha 
Introduction* In the present paper, these primitive clas-
ses of algebras are discusssed, into which any category 
of algebras can be embedded. 
To describe the contents of the paper more precise-
ly, let us first introduce some notions: A category yC 
is said to be algebraic if there exists a full embedding 
of X into some category of algebras and all their ho-
momorphisms. A category is said to be binding if every 
algebraic category can be embedded into it* A concrete 
category ( X, O ) (under a concrete category we mean a 
category together with a firmly given forgetful functor, 
her* O ) is said to be strongly algebraic if there ex* 
ists a strong embedding of ( # , Q ) into a (concrete) 
category of algebras. (A strong embedding of ( JCf O ) in-
to (X', D') is a full embedding §: X —YJC* such 
that there is a functor F , mapping the category of sets 
into itself, with O' • $ -» F • O j categories of alge-
bras are treated as concrete categories endowed by the 
natural forgetful functors.) A concrete category is said 
to be strongly binding if every strongly algebraic ca-
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tegory can be strongly embedded into it. 
There was proved in [1] that every algebraic cate-
gory can be fully embedded into the category OC (1y 1 ) of 
algebras with two unary operations,i.e. that Ot(1, 1) is 
binding. By [3], 01(1,1) is, moreover, strongly binding. 
There arises naturally the question, which subcategories, 
particularly which primitive subclasses of OC (1^1) are 
binding or strongly binding. This, in general, seems to 
be rather complicated, partly due to the large variety of 
possible systems of identities. We restricted ourselves 
to the primitive subclasses of the class 1 ( 1 , 1 ) of 
the algebras (X;cf9ifr) with cp
2•« cf, i/'*— y (we shall 
call them idempotent algebras; the mentioned basic identi-
ties will be frequently omitted), since the systems of i-
dentities describing such primitive classes are particu-
larly lucid. 
We prove that a primitive subclass of L(Af1) is 
binding or strongly binding (these two properties are e-
quivalent in this case) if (see § 1) and only if (see § 
2) it contains some primitive class F^ defined by the 
identities cf2sscf, if*** if, (cfttft'cps* cf, (i/rcp^-ifr -» Y 
with Jk, £ 3 . 
Minimal binding primitive subclasses of K19 1 ) fi-
re exactly the classes fy, with My * 4- or Jk, «• odd 
prime. This answers for 1(1,1) the problem stated in 
[4], where minimal binding primitive classes are conside-
red in more details. 
By results of § 2, we obtain also another charac-
terization of binding primitive subclasses of I ( 1 ; 1) 
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namely (see 2.10) the existence of nontrivial rigid algeb-
ras (i.e. algebras without nontrivial endomorphisms). In 
§ 3 we added a complete analysis of cardinalities of ri-
gid algebras appearing in primitive subclasses of 1(1,1)* 
§ 1. Strong embedding of Ol (A7 1) into Ĵ  * 
1.1. Construction I. Let >fc be a natural number, M & 3-
Let us define unary operations cf, y on the set 
A~{(070)r..7(lk,-\0)7(0,1)7...,(lh-\^^^ 
by 
cp(2i7})=(2i,t), g(2i+1,&) = (2(i+1),fr), 
y(2i,#>)=(2i.+1,£)7 y(2i+1,f)= (2i + 1,4>) , 
9(41,4*) ~ (Q,j>)7 Y(u,?)~(3,?)7 9>(ir<)~a,0) , 
tf(fi)= (lk-1,1), <f(<l)~(2Jk,-2,1), <y(%)=(170) , 
<f(n)= (0,0)y fU) ~(2Jk~3,1) 
( -f- designates the addition nrvocL 2M> ) . 
Obviously, A' » A-i-{^, M,} is a subalgebra of (A;Cp,ijf). 
1*2* Lenffl-Q* The embedding of A' into A is the unique 
homomorphism A' — * A . 
Proof. We see that only (AA>, 0 ) and (AA,, 1 ) sa-
tisfy (ifg> )2Ctx)-= fte) . Further, we have (2-v9£)-
=r (cf y)4, (0,4-) ,(2i,+174-)~y(g>7yf(0,j*).Tti\i&, 
for homomorphism <h: A —> A we have Jh, (M,, £>) «* 
» Cu, l^) , A Ci7 #>) =s Ci, <?£ ) • 
If ^ a- 4 , we obtain cf (JhCfi,))* JhCqCli))*? C2,1) r&° 
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that either Jh(fi,)^(2f1) or Jh(<fz) ~ (Af 1).On the o-
ther hand, y (H (ft))** to, (if (jv))** (2Jk~/lf i, ) , so that 
either h(41)~4% or Jh(ft)m (2Jh-1, l^ ) or to,(fi) ** 
**(2M,-2,<L ). This is a contradiction, since to, & 3 . 
Thus, 
to,(M,f o) * (*tfo) 9 to,u,o) ~ a, o) 
a «0, ^,- . - , .2^-4) . 
Now, since cf (Jh(ft))m Jhfyty ))~ (2f0)fJh(p)i» 
e i the r <p, or (2,0) or (1, 0) . The second and the 
t h i r d case implies tha t Jv(2Jh>-4, D&toty(ft,)) i s e i t -
her ( 4 , 0 ) or (3,0) which i s (again by Jh & 3 ) 
impossible. Thus, Jh,(fi)*r <fi, and (2Jk>-AfJt^)~. Jh*(2to,-1f4)~ 
* *i (iy(<tv))» y ( f v ) ~ C 2 J t ~ 4 . , 4 ) . i t follows ^ ~ * , 
JtCxc, 4 ) * (><x, 4) and A (*, 4 ) ~ Uf 1) (i m0,...f 2M,-D. 
1.3. Construction I I . Let ( X ; cC , (I ) be an algebra 
with two unary opera t ions . Preserving the notat ion from 
1 .1 , we define operations -tr , l^ocfl ( i f there i s no 
danger of confusion, we wri te simply *xf <fr ) on X x A 
by: 
X. (X , a ) » (x,cp(ci)) for any a, € A , 
<fr (x , 0,) ~ Cxf yCa,)) for any as B A' , 
<&(x , £ ) « (co (x), yr(ti)) , 
<fl(xf/t ) ~ (/i(x)fyr(/c)) . 
1.4. Lemma, ft : X x A —> A defined by tf(xfa)~a, 
i s a homomorphism of ( X x A } t j ' r f ) in to (A , <?f f )• 
For x e X , t r x : A ~ * X * A defined by ^ f o W * , ^ *• 
a homomorphism of ( A V y , y ) in to (X x A | f , * ) . 
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Proof i s t r i v i a l . 
1.5. Lemma. Let CX; <*., / J ) , CX'j ct', (!>' ) be objects 
of OL(<\, 4) . Let 9.: C X * A j <*,**) * C X ' x ^ , r ' ^ ' ) 
be a homomorphism (we write f instead of t*' -# ' 
instead of i£* ... ). Then a- * f >c -tcL ,wher^ f : 
«c' /ft' * A * * 
: ( X j 00, /3) « — • CX'j OC', /3') is a homomorphism. 
Proof. tttyiK, is a homomorphism. Thus, by 1.2, 
0.Cx,a,)-* (<ty7c*,) for any a- 6 A' . Define f* : ̂  —> X ' 
by ^CXjC^t,^)) *C^Cx),C^,^))-We obtain 9.^,(2<i,2>)U 
m <j,(v<&)+v Cx, O*,^))-- C<e"2*)^Cx, (AX,# ))~ C-| Cx), C2*,£)) 
and similarly <j.Cx, C2<t/+ A,fr))» ^ C ^ r ^ ^ C x , ̂ ^ ))• 
^ ^ C x , (2i + 4,$)) . Defining /y. by ̂ Cx, -fa) -^Co^fi), we 
get ty,C2,0))»^/C^^)-5r^Cx,^)-9,Cx,C2,0))*(\(x),(2,0)), 
(^(2to-4,i))*&'(v,^~fr&(*7^)= C-6- Cx), C2*<-4, 4))-
Thusf^» fj m -f and ̂ C^c,^) « C-f C x ) , <^) . 
Now, put g - C x ^ ^ i x ^ a ) ,We have 
(1) ^'C/^,a)*r f ' ^ C x , ^ ) * ^^rCx,^)«^Cx,C2it-.2,'/))-» 
* (f(x), (2^-2,4)) , 
(2) /t^C/^,a,).*/#'<^Cx,£)« 9^CX,2)~^CO&CX),C1,0)).» 
~ (-f(otCx)), (1,0)). 
By (1), a, equals either £ or (»,4) tot some ^, 
by (2), a equals either £ or (%,0) for some % . 
Thus, Q, ~ <£ and by (1), /̂. ~ -f Cx) . 
Similarly, put <^Cx,rC) a C<y<, a,") # We have 
(1') r'fy,a) « tr9.(x,rt ,)»^-rCx,/t)« g,Cx, C0?°)) = 
- CfCx), CO, 0)) , 
(20 ^ / C ^ , a , ) - ^ C x , / t ) S S r ^ C x , / 6 ) a . x 9.(/3Cx)/C5ie^-3^;)* 
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» C-fC/SCx)), C2*,-3,4)) , 
By (l'), Q, equals either /tv or (x,, 0) , by (2'), 
Ct equals either /& ov ( cc7 A) . Thus, 0/ -* /£ >y-» *?£><)• 
Consequently, O/s f x t̂ot f is a homomorph-* 
ism, since Coc'Cf Cx », CI, 0)) - l^CXjg,) -= 9 ^ C x , £ ) .^ 
-sC-fCooC/x)) - C 'f, 0 >) (see (2)) and similarly 
((J'C-fCx)) , C2Jfe-3,D) -Of<fl(x», (2M-3,D) . 
!•&• Lemma. There exists a strong embedding of OL(4,A) 
into its primitive subclass R of algebras CXj 'C,'Z?) 
satisfying <r*=- f, <#* 1?, -T* f Co?*^)1*, 1* « l* ̂ 1 ? ) ^ 
where Jfe is a fixed natural number, *% £ 3 * 
Proof. Denote by ^ the category of sets and de-
fine a functor F: <&—> if by FCX)=- X *> A, F(f) « 
« -f x -trf̂ . Put $CX;OC;r3)-=r ( X x A ; -fcf
X, 1 ^ ) 
(see 1.3). It is easy to see that $ C X j o c ? / 3 ) is al-
ways in 1^ • 
If -f : (Xj ot7/3) —•> CX'*, oc', /3') is a homomorph-
ism, -f x 'tcî  is obviously a homomorphism of <$ CX/ 
ot 7 fh ) into $ CX') ot/, /3') . Thus, extending the 
prescription $ for morphisms by D $ C*f) * F D " f ; 
we obtain a functor $ '. Ot (4, 1 ) — • t^ # $ is evi-
dently one-to-one and maps Ot (1, 1 ) onto a full sub-
category of fj^ (see 1.5)• We have, of course, 
a • $ « F# a . 
§ 2. Embeddings into /general primitive subclasses 
of K 4 f 4 ) . 
In the following lemmas, (X) ot , /3 ) is always 
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an algebra with two unary idempotent operations. 
2 .1 . Lemma. Let IX I > 4, ocCx)» fiCnf) for someX, nf € X* 
Then, (X 7 cC 7 (I) has a proper endomorphism. 
Proof. For X, *= cc(x) we obtain OC ** oC (oc)& fi(Z>)» 
Thus, ccrivt^ i s a homomorphism. 
2 « 2 - Lemma. Let I X I > 2 P cC(iCxo) — XQ . Then, 
(X7 oc fi) has a proper endomorphism M* . 
Proof. We may assume (see 2.1) that for no co 
oc(ct)= cc e (l(oc) holds . Put nfo = /3Cx^).We ha-
ve ot(ofo) = X^ ,cCC^>»^ , fi(^b^ ty* > / 3 W . ) - I*-* • 
Put ^Cx )-= ^ whenever /3 Cx) ~ X,Jt(x )**X0 otherwi-
se . 
- - •3 . Lemma. Let wr be a non-empty word in oc /3 . Let 
•urC'.x)--* .x for every ,x e X • Then, CXj oC7 /3) has a 
proper endomorphism. 
Proof. Let, e .g. , acr« V*/3 . Thus, /3 i s one-to-
one, so that, by /3* Cx ) » /3 C«x ) , /3Cx) =r <̂ for e~ 
very x e X . Take XQ e X , we have oc(x0)=? /SocCx0) 
and we may use 2 .1 . 
2*4» Lemma. Let t/J ur be words. If e ither cc V (x. ) — 
» (Z<ur(x) for every .x and I X I > A 7 or i f tr-oc Cx ) .-» 
anjj-fite) for every x antl I X I > 2 , then (X?cc,/$) 
has a proper andomorphism. 
Proof. By 2.1 th i s i s t r i v i a l for o t t r « /3-uT. Now, 
put ir * CoC/3 ) (after a possible renotation of oC and 
/3 ) and we obtain ccft (VocCx)) — (cc/i)^oc/2cc(x) ^ 
m CVoC) (ioO(x) sr (<UT fb)aC C,X ) « C^OC ) C X ) • 
The second statement follows by 2.2. 
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2 . 5 . D e f i n i t i o n . A c y c l e of the l e n g t h 2m (/rt *£. A ) 
in (X 5 oc j /S) i s a sequence a0, Jl% 7 o^ , Jfr^,... 
••'->&' , <> &L A of elements of X such t h a t 
1. (& Ca,^ - Jfy (<L £ <n-A), <=€(<%)= a-^ (i£«v-2), 
2. the elements O^,, <fro>
0"> ^ . ^ ; "̂ -.-j are-distinct. 
A cycle of the length 0 is an element :x with x — 
=r ocC*x) .=» /J (\x), an infinite cycle is a sequence 
«*,•%, «*,^/> — 8-eh that/SCO,)--^, o c f ^ ; - < % ^ 
and all the elements «o,. .,-fl". are distinct. 
2.6. Lemma. Let CX>oc^/3) contain a cycle of the 
length 4 and let all the other cycles be of a finite 
non-zero length divisible by 4 . Then, CX^ oC,/3) has 
a non-identical endomorphism. Consequently, if 
(acfi) C-x) ~ Cxfi^Cx) for every x e X and if 
I XI > 2 j (X ; oC7 ft ) has a non-identical endomorphism. 
Proof. Denote by 0, A7 27 3 the elements of the 
cycle of the length 4 , let ft(0) ** A , <* (1) « 2 , 
(1(2) ~ 3, <A,(3)*=0. Put JhrCfr)-*^. Let C beany 
other cycle. Choose CL S C with cJCCtf*.)*- G, and de-. c c t c 
fine ^CoC/3) *Cae) - 0 , Jhft Coc ft)
2* Ca,c) ** A , 
Jh,(cc(i)2++<Ca,c)= 2, JhfiCec/i^+'Cat)-
 3* 
Now, let .X be contained in no cycle. Since the-
re are no infinite cycles, Jl>((cCft) Coc)) is defined 
for some M, and equal to 0 m According to the possible 
lengths of the cycles such a Jk/ is always (for a given 
•X ) even or always odd. 
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If Jt is even, put 
hU)~ 0 for x » oc(o(), Ji(c*)** A for x » fs (x) , 
if^eX-- CccCX) u /I (X )) and Cac ft)* cc Cx) = 0, 
then JhCx)- 0 for £ even, JhCx)- A for X odd. 
If Jkj is odd, put 
i>C*)-=r 2 £or x«ccC*),K6x)«3 for .x = /3Cx; ., 
if x 6 X - Coo CX ) u fZCX)) and (cCft)Mot (x ) - 0, 
then ACiX)« 3 for •£ even, ACiX)-i for Jl odd. 
It is easy to see that /fe is a homomorphism. If 
I X I = 4-? (X; oC /3) has an endomorphism *f defined 
by f (i) =z i + 2 (addition nruyoL 4- ). 
The second statement is obtained as follows: If ocp 
/3 satisfy the mentioned equation, CX'00^/3) either 
has a cycle of the length 0 (see 2.1), or has a cycle 
of the length 2 (see 2.2), or all its cycles are of the 
length 4 and we can use the first statement. 
2*7- Lemma. Let ir? of be words in or /3 7 let 'tfr'CiX)-
-» i r C ^ ) for every ex, nf e X . If I X I > 2 , then C X ; 
oC (i) has a proper endomorphism. 
Proof. In particular, wocCx) = ir/SCx) for every 
X . Statement follows by 2.4. 
2.8. Lemma. Let Jk, ? ...7 ̂ ^ be natural numbers, cL 
their greatest common divisor. Then there is an m>0 such 
that for every nrv *~ /mo 9 the equation 
*4*>4 + — + ^ ^ m /"I"GL 
has a solution with natural 
Proof. See, e.g.[2J, p.25. 
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2«9« Theorem. Let X be a primitive subclass of I (4., 4,) , 
Let there be an algebra (X50O. /I) in 3C without pro-
per endomorphisms with I X | > 4- . Then there is a Jk> £ 3 
such that ^ E X . 
Proof. Let X be determined by equations 
(1) (oc/3)̂ ^̂ Cx)-= (ocfl)^(x) d € J.,) , 
(2) r/3oc)^+^Cx) - C/Soc) "Yx> C i c l ^ ) , 
(3) oCC/3cc)̂ r̂x)-- cc(fioc) *(x) U e I3 ) , 
(4) /SCoc/3^^Cx) - /Kotftfyx) (ie-l+) ' 
(By 2.4 and 2.7, any of the equations determining 3C is 
of some of these forms.) 
Put .£• a- it- for i, e L , £*m <&'. + 1 for i e. L u 
o L u I . We obtain 
(otfifr^U) = (ocft)+(*) Uel^u... ul^), 
and, consequently, for arbitrary natural numbers X^ 
(ccpf****** Cx) - (ot(Z)**(x) . 
If I is finite, I £ l̂  U... ul^, -/-** -^x *>*> > 
we have 
(5) iacflf'^^Cx)- Catfl)* Cx) . 
By 2.8, there exist natural numbers mn,, ̂ , X ^ (i €> 1) 
such that 2lTx./t. .-»/.**., X T x^ /t.. «- /fix-p at , where -
is the greatest common divisor of *. C-£ £ I) - B y (5) > 
<A(&)*"***(*) m Cotfl)*"**Cx) . 
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Since I was arbitrary finite, we see that the-
re exist a natural number Jk, dividing all the /c^ 
(i S 1̂  U ... u L ) and a natural number m, such 
that 
By 2.2 and 2.6, %V --» 3. Now, we see that B t& 7K ? sin-
ce all the equalities (1) - (4) are consequences of 
oc C/3oe)*le'ar OG and (ICoc ft> )
>*r» /3 . (For (1) and (2), 
this holds only under the assumption of .>fe, > 0 for 
i s .L u 11 . This, however, follows by 2.3.) 
2.10. Theorem. Let % be a primitive subclass of 1(1,1). 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) There i s a / f c . ^ 3 with f^ S OC . 
(2) There is a rigid algebra of a cardinality at least 5 
in 3C * 
(3) For every cardinal rm, there is a rigid algebra of 
a cardinality greater or equal than mt, in OC. 
(4) There is an algebra in 3C such that its semigroup 
of endomorphisms is a non-trivial group which is not i-
somorphic to the cyclic group of the order 2 . 
(5) For every monoid S there is an algebra in Gt such 
that its semigroup of endomorphisms is isomorphic to 5 * 
(6) CrC is binding. 
(7) CrC is strongly binding. 
Proof. By 1.6, (l)«=»(7). Evidently (7)-**-* (6) »-* 
*=-•> (5) -—-> (4), (6)~=» (3)«===> (2). By 2.9, (2) ==> 
===> (1). It remains to prove that non (1 ) . « . > non(4). 
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If (1) does not hold, an algebra (X; « ;/3) with a 
non-trivial group of endomorphisms must have by 2.9 a car-
dinality -2,3 or 4 , Since C X 5 oc,/3 ) has no proper 
endomorphisms, we have neither oC = identity nor fh = i-
dentity and hence ot(x0)=X^ 4= X0 for some X&. fi(X^) ~ 
m * by 2.1, /i(X^) * X„ by 2.2 (for I XI - 1 , this 
algebra would be rigid). Put /3 (x^ ) ~ X± . ot Cx±) is 
neither x% (by 2.1), nor .x̂  (by 2.2), nor X 0 (since 
ota(x2) «r cCCX^) ). Put ot(Xz)~X3. Similarly,fi(X%) 
is inequal *, , * 2 , *3
 and nence ft(x3)=* X^ , Thus, 
C X \ oc /3) is determined and we see that its endomorph-
ism semigroup is the cyclic group of the order 2 . 
2.11. Theorem. Minimal binding primitive subclasses of 
X (4,4) are exactly the r^ where either Jt is an 
odd prime or Jt -• 4- . 
Proof. Immediately by 2.9 and 2.10 and by the fact 
that oC ((ice) m ot implies ot(fiot) =* ot . 
§ 3. Cardinalities of rigid algebras in primitive 
subclasses of 1(4,4) . 
In the whole paragraph, the trivial rigid algebras 
of cardinalities 1 and 2 are ignored. 
3.1. Lemma. Let Jfc £ 5 . For every /w> t£ 1M,*4 there is 
a rigid algebra (XjcC?/3) in 1(1,1) satisfying 
(*/3 )*<*,*= *,, (/ioc)^/i =- /3 
with I X I « 41, . 
If A/» 4 ,then there are such algebras for $ £. m, 4* 
£ 45 and for /n & 4B , if Jk, - 3 f then there are such 
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algebras for 7 £ m, £ 8 and for m, £ 45 . 
Proof Let M 1 4 x 4 (natural number m i s 
treated as the set of a l l natural numbers l e s s than m ) , 
a, 4 2M,uM .Put 
A^C/r^M)--. C(2Je,)^rn u MxC/tt-Du-fajx (rn-4)- oc,/i)j 
where oc (2i7 /t ) * (2i + 4,/c ) , (i(2i7 /t) -= (2i>7 /t ) , 
oc(2i, + 17/t) =(2i + 4,/t), p>(2i+4,/c) ~ (2i+ 2,/t) ? 
o^(a,,/v) =(1,>c + 4)7 P>(a,,/c)= (07/t), <x,(i7£,/t)= 
--= (2i + 47/t) , (I (i7 &7 >c) - (2fr, <t + 4) 
(+- designates the addition /mod2Jk unless otherwise 
stated) . 
The following two statements are evident: 
I . I f oi (x)=(i/t) and/2C^)=-(^.,/t) then i-f.^4 or 
£-i, = 1 . 
II. If -f Ci0,/t)*s (fr0,A>) for a homomorphism f , then-fCi^)-* 
-» (i + fro*%,<*>) and, consequently,•fCC/t)-= C^ , where 
C^ =- 2Jfe >c $/t I -
We shall prove that r\j^(m, M ) with m, .= 2. is 
rigid, whenever (0,3)€ M and Jk, -̂  4 orfCOjO) . , C0, 2)J£ 
g M and J t - 3 . 
Let -f : A^(m,nm)—+ Aj^Cfft7 M ) be a homomorphism. 
If -fCa,^)=(2iC7/i>); we obtain -fC0,/t) .= C2i^/6), -fC1,/t + 4)~ 
-(2io+47A>) and hence otf(0,37/t) « -fot(0,37/t)^f(4,/e,)^ 
»(2*#+4,^)(by II), w h i l e ^ C O ^ - ^ J ^ ^ / S C O ^ , ^ ) * ^ ^ ^ 
= (2^+6^)^ a contradiction with I; if Jfe, *-* 3 , we obtain 
a contradiction considering otf (0727 /t) and (3f(Q7 27/t). 
If «f Ca,/t).-= (2i0+4,A>) 7 we have f C0,/t)--- Ci-t,-*- 2.,/*), 
fd7 ft +4) ffs(24, + 4 /b ) and we obtain again a contra-
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diction considering the images of (0,37/c) ( (0, 0, /c) t 
for At, am 3 ) under f and [ii . If f(a,^) — C*,^, *">, 
we obtain easily by II fCC^) * C^,, and f CC,^., ) ~ <j* 
and, consequently, f Cfr, £,/£)« (a,.4>) for any C^.,$t^e 
e M # This yields an immediate contradiction in the 
case of I Ml £. 2 . it JM I « A ; we have Av £ 4 and 
M s-(CO, 3)3 , Then, (0,*) - / H a , - * ) - f/3 CO, 3, *>>--
«f (67fc+1).On the other hand, f (a . , /6 ).= C0, 3 , .*) and 
hence -f(/\7/C +
 /l)^(17A>) and (by II) f (6,/£ + 4)~ C6, ^ 
- a contradiction. 
Thus, f(a,/̂ )--rCa, /S>C/t); , put <ur ~ (h(di(l)
h~1 * 
We have fi$(a,jtt+1)=4(07/c+4)mffo(1jH, + 4)Sc<ur-Pai(a>,/t)a< 
»C0,*Cfc+4)).Thus y4>C/£-M)«/>C/c)-M.Now, we see easily 
thatfcC/t)» /t for any /c, so that f(a,/fc)-» Ca,/tv) for a-
ny M, . Consequently, using /3 and II, we obtainf (*-£,/&) *» 
« (iy/c) for any <i7/c and finally, using both c?C and 
^ , we obtain fCt,̂ ;/t)« (i7j*,/t) for any -&, ̂ -, /£ . 
Thus we obtained for At £ 4- algebras of cardi-
nalities beginning with 4-At+Q. , for At« 3 rigid algeb-
ras of cardinalities beginning with 45" with the excep-
tion of £3 . Such an algebra with cardinality 23 may be 
constructed as follows: Put A» A3 (29 3x 3 ) «-/ £*&* I 
and define ccC-fc')-*- C3,0), (&(&) = CO, 0) . The proof of 
rigidity of A is analogous to the previous one, we must 
only prove first t̂ at f Ca, 0) 4= Ar. If f Ca,,0) - Ar , 
we have f CO, 0)*/3f (a,0) « (0, 0) and hence f(i,0)-r 
« « , 0 ) , fM,4)-»ccfCa,0) « (3,0; and 4(i,4)m 
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„(i + 2,0). Thuafotf(0?1,0)S:f(1,0)~ (1,0) ,fif(071,Q) -
«fC2,'f)-s C 4 , 0 ) in a contradiction with I . 
Now, l e t M £ Jk,xM, be such that 
1) Ci,i-) * M =—> i 4* £, i-j- * 1 C/w^t£ Je) , 
2) ( 0 , 4 ) € M , CJfc-^,0) £ M , 
3) (i,i + 1)e M , 0 k j . < 1,,**-$> (&foi+A) e M * 
Put A^CM)-^ C2^t u M j oc3 /3) , where ocC2£)« 2 £ * 4 -
~ *,(2i+1), (i(2i+-1)~ 2i+2, /Z(2i)=2i,ot(i,0l)~20i+<f , 
(b(i,r) ~ 2i. 
We have Coc/3)Yx)- oC Cx ) i f f x -= (t7i + 1). 
Thus, f CO, 4)-=: C-t̂ , -£<> + ^ ) for some ic< Jk-1 . Conse-
quently , f ( i ) = 2 i 0 + 1 . Thus, cnf(i7 i + A) — 
a f(2i+$)~2Ci+ %+4)+1, fif(i,i+1)~ fC2i) - 2Ci +i0) . 
The unique element with these images under oc and /S 
would be ii + io,i + 'i0 + A ) (here, the addition i s 
mod Jk), i f i t were in M . Let £~ be the f i r s t natu-
ral number with Cj>}0i+A) $ M (see 2 ) ) . If i0 4> 0, X .=* 
ss(oi-%,oi-i0 + 1) i s in M . We have ctf(x)^ 2C&+D+1, 
(if(x) — 2 £* . But there i s no element with these 
images under oo and /S in A^(M). Thus, f (0,1) ** (0,1), 
andfC-t )«r i and f Ci, Qi) ^ d,i- ) • 
By 1 ) , 2 ) , 3 ) , M can have any cardinality between 
1 and Jk~ 2k,-*\ . Thus, we obtained for Jk ** 3 algeb-
ras with cardinalities ? and 8 , for JJe m 4* algebras 
of cardinalit ies between 9 and 15 , for Jte 2 5 algeb-
ras of cardinalit ies between 2to, + A and jfe* — 4 (and 
Jit —4 i s now greater than 44t -f 1 ) . 
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3.2. Lemma. Let M, So. 3, For every m &> 2M, +1 there is a 
rigid algebra C X ; ot, (I ) in 1 C1, 1) satisfying 
(ocfi^oc » oc, C/Zoc)*-*4/* » fioc/i 
with I X I » m, . 
Proof. According to 3.1 it suffices to find for Jt,=s 
» 3 rigid algebras of cardinalities between 9 and 14, 
for M.m 4 rigid algebras of cardinalities 16 and 17. 
Put X(£) » 6u £ x 2 u { 0,$ , where a, £ 6 u#x2), 
3>z*1y2,3 • Define operations ot, /3 on X(£) by 
ocC2<i)» «,(2i + 1)~2i+4, (l(2i)»2i, fl(2i + 1U2i+2, 
<*,(i,0)=2i+1, (h(i,0) = fi(i,1)»(i,1), ct(i74) = 
»2i-19 <x,(a.)»3, (l(cx)» (0,1) . 
We haveooC*)* fro/3)*Co<) iff * = (i,0) . Thus, 
4d,0)ss(£, 0) and, consequently, -fCi., 4) m (̂ , 4) . We have 
further oc/3ocfa)« oc(l(a,) , so that-Pla-) e 6*u { a ? • 
If 4(a) € 6 , then 4 (0, 1) € 6 - a contradiction. 
Thus, «f(a,) ss q, and we see now easily that -f = identity. 
Thus we obtained rigid algebras of cardinalities 9,11,13. 
Rigid algebras of cardinalities 12 and 14 are obtained 
joining a new element h* to XC^.). C£~ 2, 3) and defi-
ning oc CXr) m S , 0(4-)- (1,1) . 
Now, add to A$({(0y 1) , (1,2)3) (see proof of 3.1) 
new distinct elements cv, <(r and put otCcv)^ 1, .P>(^) s 
* Q>(4r)** <$r, oc(&) m 5. The elements (i, i + 1 ) only 
satisfy fi(x) » Cfioz)1 (x) . If 4(0,1) » (1, 2) for a ho-
momorphism f , we obtain easily a contradiction conside-
ring 4(1, 2) . Thus,4(0,1)* (0,1), 4(1,1) ** (1,2) and 
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-fC-t)-* i . We have otf(a) »foc(a,)*r 1 and hence 
$(a) is either 0 or 1 or a ; since otCa) -= 
=r CoC/S )2(a) , we have -fCa) -» a and, consequently, 
f(Jb>)= -f(fia) **-if . We obtained a rigid algebra of car-
dinality 10. 
In order to obtain for M, — 4- algebras with 
cardinalities 16 and 17, add to A^ CM,) (i -=• 0, 1) > 
where MP«-{C0,4), C<f, 2), (0, 2), tf,3),tt,0), fV>*> M, « 
« Mtf u -C C2, 3 ) J , new elements a, .-6- and define 
oz (a) = 1, (*>(a,)= (h(Jb>)~ Sr, oz(Jb-) - 7 • 
The proof that these two algebras are rigid is 
quite analogous to the proof that A (M^ ) is rigid; we 
must only prove first that 4(0,1) -# a -
If f(0, 1) « a, we havefC0)~f/3C0,4)*/3Ca) ** 4r, 
4(1)~f€K(0)= oC(fr)~ ?, so that -f(0)= 6 - a contra-
diction. We obtain again -¥(i9 i + 1) m (i, i + 1 ) , fd)~ 
« iJf(i,i+2) — (i,i+2). Consequently, ocfCa) « 1 and, 
therefore, considering that (oc(l) (a) ** oc(a), f-(a) *-*• a, 
and finally •f(Sr) » J&-. 
3.3. Lemma. LetJfe * 6-fe,Then there are rigid al-
gebras with cardinalities 11 and 12 satisfying Coc/3) oZm 
«. oc and C^oc)*^ » /3 . 
Proof. PutC*Vx-fOJ,])-r 6x<H 7 a,,Ar 
be two elements not contained in C u J) * Define opera-
tions on CuJ) u{ai ( C u D uia^Jlr] respectively) 
by ocC2i,^)« (2i+1,£), /3C2i,/)« (2i,^), *(2i + 4J.)m 
*t2i + 4,£), fl(2i+4,p~ (2i + 2,£), oc(a) ** (1,0) , 
ot(Jb>) ~ (1,1), (Ma,)** (0,1), (%(&>)- (0,0) 
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(for & ss 0 a ddition moot, 4 ffor£m4 tm&oL 6 ). 
It is easy to see that for a homomorphism -P the-
re is neither-fCC) £ D nor 4 CD) .£. C . If-fCa)-* a ; 
we obtain, however, some of these two cases. Thus -f(a,) = 
s a and now it is easy to see that f = identity. 
3»4. Lemma. Let (Xj oc 7 fi) be a rigid algebra such 
that the equation (<&fi)'*''t'*0C(x)~(<xp)m'oC Cx ) is satis-
fied for every x e X ? let IXI i 3 , Then there is a 
cycle of the length 2d in X ; where d is a divisor 
of M, d > 4 . By 2.1 and 2.2, of course, there is no 
cycle of the length 0 or 2 in X . 
Proof is trivial, 
3»5« Notation. Let X be a binding primitive subclass 
of IC474) determined by the equations (1) - (4) 
from the proof of Theorem 2.9. Denote by d(Oi) the gre-
atest common divisor of the numbers Kj . Let 
dCX) - 2 ^ 5 ^ . . . 
be its prime decomposition. If CL2 & 4 , def ine /m OC) 
as the least odd prime ft with a^ =£ 0 9 if Ct^ & 2 
and Q, - 0 put m,CK) * 4-, if a3 -* 0 , put rm. f<-*D — 3 • 
3*6. Theorem. Let X be a binding primitive subclass 
of I CI ,4) . Then the cardinalities of (non-trivial) 
rigid algebras in X are exactly all the cardinal num-
bers greater or equal to 2<rrtCX) + 4 with the following 
exceptions: 
If X - % , dm 2*'*3*'9 and 
!• it o^4k 4t a + 0 «f a ^ there are no rigid 
algebrfite with cardinalities 9 and 10 -. 
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2. if a>2 ** GL>S -* 09 a 4
s- 0 } there are no rigid algeb-
ras with cardinalities 9,10,...,14, 
3. if cu2 -» 4 , ct3 + 0 -» <t } there are no rigid al-
gebras with cardinalities 9 and 10, 
4. if Gu -* 2 , CL ** &^. «r a m 0 , there are no rigid 
algebras with cardinalities 16 and 17, 
5. if cu > -2, 0/ -* cu$ m a « 0 , there is no ri-
gid algebra with cardinality 16. 
Proof. Since the embedding of OL C4 , 1 ) into r^ 
described in 1.6 preserves all infinite cardinalities and 
since OL C 1, 1) has a rigic algebra ol every infinite 
cardinality (see [11 and £5J), it suffices to discuss the 
finite case. 
The positive part of the statement follows easily 
by 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3.. 
Now, let (Xj <* 7 ft ) be a non-trivial rigid algeb-
ra in 3C * By (the proof of 2.9 and)3.4 and 2.6, X con-
tains a cycle of a length at least 2/ITL COC). The cycle a-
lone is not rigid. 
Now, let us discuss the exceptions: 
1. By 3.4 and 2.6, a rigid algebra with cardinality 9 or 
10 contains a cycle of the length 6. The remaining four 
(or three) points evidently cannot form a cycle. On the 
other hand, we cannot add three or four points to a cyc-
le of the length 6 without allowing a nonidentical endo-
morphism. 
2. The cardinalities 9, 10 and 11 are excluded by a con-
sideration similar to that in 1 - there could be only 
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one cycle of the length 6 there. For the case of cardina-
lity 12 it remains only algebra consisting of two cycles, 
which is not rigid. A rigid algebra of the cardinality 
13 or 14 should contain two cycles of the length 6. It 
is easy to see that we cannot obtain a rigid algebra ad-
ding two points to such cycles, however. 
3. A rigid algebra with the cardinality 9 or 10 must con-
tain a cycle of the length 6, since it cannot (by 2.6) 
contain only cycles of the length 4. Contradiction is ob-
tained by similar way as above. 
4. By 2.6 (and 3.4), a rigid algebra with cardinality 16 
or 17 contains one or two cycles of the length 8 (and no 
other cycles). We see easily that there is no such rigid 
algebra. 
5. The situation is quite analogous to that of 4, with 
the exception that there is a possibility of a cycle of 
the length 16. This yields the rigid algebra with the 
cardinality 17. 
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